
 

 

 
 

Is your curriculum preparing students to apply knowledge in GCSE exams? Do students 

forget most of what they learned earlier? Build an outstanding curriculum will show you 

how to refocus your curriculum on the conceptual understanding and skills for AO2 and 

AO3 that a 5-year curriculum needs.  

 

 

 

 

The workshop uses our 5-year plan, Blueprint, and takes you through the design 

process we used to turn it into a classroom-ready course. You'll walk through the 5 

stages of a coherent teaching sequence for AO1-3 and take away one free topic. 

 

What you will learn 

• How to re-align goals, assessment and teaching sequences - the key to success 

• How to use Acquire, Apply, Analyse lesson stages to aim at AO1, AO2 and AO3 

• How to use assessment to make teaching adaptive and to track progression 

 

Feedback from our workshops 
 

“An inspiring day with so many ideas. I definitely plan to make changes.” 

“I really enjoyed this philosophy on education; really made me think. I will be changing 

the way I do things.” 

“Great concept ideas: I will be suggesting these to my Head of Department and using 

Big Ideas.” 

“A really helpful course and lots of great ideas to start implementing. “ 

“Very useful and relevant. Likely to make an immediate impact on planning for lessons.” 

“Fabulous day – I’ve got a lot from it. Lots of good ideas and discussions.” 

 



 

 

 
 

 

16:00 Curriculum transformation  

• What students need to know and do for GCSE AO1, 2 and 3 

• How to turn students into problem solvers 

16:15 Step 1: Align the learning goals  

• Create a rich knowledge progression based around big ideas  

• How to Integrate scientific enquiry skills throughout 

16:30 Step 2: Align the assessment strategy 

• Use summative assessment to track AO1-3, big ideas and skills 

• Use diagnostic assessment and re-learning to master concepts 

17:00 Step 3: Align the teaching sequences  

• ‘Activate’ with pre-assessments to check understanding of prior concepts  

• ‘Acquire’ with activities to fully grasp the fundamental principles  

• ‘Apply’ with strategies and worked examples for transferring knowledge  

• ‘Analyse’ with challenging questions for higher order thinking  

17:45 Take aways: 

• Tool to audit your curriculum and show priorities for change 

• Spreadsheets of all the knowledge in Blueprint’s 5-year plan 

• Free trial teaching topic 

 

 

The workshop is facilitated by Tony Sherborne and the Mastery Science team, who 

designed the KS3 Syllabus for AQA, and created projects like ENGAGE and science 

upd8. 
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